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Introduction

 Applications:

- Bokeh in photography.

- Image editing.

- Tracking in embedded security system.

 Challenges:

- Hard to design specialized SOD models for 

different devices manually.

- Hard to find balance between backbone and 

head of different complexities manually.

Figure 1. Difference between iNAS and handcraft SOD model designs.
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Integral Search Space

Figure 2. The designs of recent handcraft SOD models and the proposed integral search space.

Table 1. Detailed configurations of the proposed integral search space.
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Integral Search Space

Figure 3. Illustration of the searchable 

multi-scale unit (SMSU).

 Weight-sharing Supernet Organization

- Channels

- Layers

- Kernel combinations

- Multi-level fusions

Figure 4. Comparison of the search space constructed by the inverted 

bottleneck (IB) and our proposed searchable multi-scale unit (SMSU).
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Device-aware Search

 Search & Deploy: 

- Benchmark on hardware and build LUT.

- Adopt evolutionary search to find pareto frontier.

- Inherit weights from the supernet and deploy.

 Observation & Solution: 

- The uniform sampling in architecture space 

results in imbalanced sampling in latency space.

- Latency-group sampling ensures balanced 

sampling in different latency areas.

Figure 5. Illustration of iNAS search and deployment.

Figure 6. Illustration of uniform sampling (US) and 

latency-group sampling (LGS).
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Benchmark

Table 2. Comparison with existing SOD methods. Figure 7. Speed comparison with existing SOD methods 

on different devices.
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Ablation - Search Space

 Integral search vs. partial search: 

- Integral search has a consistent improvement over 

partial search.

 Observation: 

- The most complex head doesn’t always achieve the 

best performance.
Figure 8. Comparison between the integral and partial search.

Figure 9. Visualization of the correspondence between 

the backbone/head latency and the performance.
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Ablation - Device Search

 Latency group sampling vs. uniform sampling

- US only samples 50.2% of the latency range.

- LGS samples 99% of the latency range.

 The device-aware search schema

- Baseline strategy: search on GPU and deploy to 

other devices.

- Device-aware search: reduce 10.9%-14.5% model 

latency of adopting baseline strategy.

Figure 10. Comparison of the evolution search with 

uniform sampling (US) and proposed LGS.

Table 3. Comparison of searching on GPU and specialized device.
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Conclusion

In this paper:  

 We identify two challenges in low-latency SOD model designs and propose 

iNAS to overcome those challenges. 

- iNAS can seek a balance in different components complexities.

- iNAS can specialize different models for different devices.

 iNAS paves the way for SOD applications on low-power devices.
Code is available here.


